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We present a formal long-division algorithm for solving the well-known group minimisation 
problem. In fact, given some group elements with associated positive costs, the algorithm 
produces a listing of all products of these elements, in ascending order of total cost. It may thus 
be applied to the solution of all-integer linear programs, by finding the cheapest solution to the 
group minimisation problem consistent with feasibility. 
1. The group minimisation problem 
Let g0,gh . . . 9 gr be given elements of a finite abelian group 9, with group 
operation denoted by juxtaposition, with gn denoting n-fold gg ..* g and go denoting 
the identity. Let mj>O u= 1, . . . , r) be given costs associated with gj (j = 1, . . . , r). We 
seek the least-cost expression for go in terms of the gj u= 1, . . . , r), i.e. we seek 




subject o gy’ l ** gF=go ( 9). 
Any expression such as that on the LHS of the foregoing congruence will be called a 
juxtaproduct. It is well-known that this group minimisation problem may be viewed 
as a shortest-path problem ([ 1] and references therein); furthermore, the shortest- 
path problem is susceptible of formulation as a linear-algebra problem over certain 
algebraic structures ([2] and references therein) - in particular, over the field of 
meromorphic functions with the polynomial valuation [3]. 
Combining these ideas, we are led to an algorithm for solving (1.1) by a formal 
long-division process. To 
ourselves here to a purely 
a future publication. 
facilitate rapid communication of the method, we restrict 
formal presentation; a rigorous discussion will be given in 
2. Formal polynomials 
Although it is mathematically not strictly necessary, we assume for simplicity that 
the mj are positive integers. If necessary, close rational approximations may be 
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resealed for this purpose. We introduce a variable z and define a formal 
commutative multiplication gzm between elements gE 9 and powers P of z. We 
may present finite collections of such products by writing them as formal sums: 
gP+g’P’+ l .* +g”zm* (24 
An expression (g + g’ + ... + g”)zm is given the meaning 
gzm+ g’z” + l '* -t g”z” 
and the. sigma (C) notation is used for such summations in the obvious way. 
With reference to (1.1) consider now the formal polynomial 
n = i gjzmJ. (2.2) 
j=l 
We may regard (2.2) as recording the fact that gr is available at cost ml, . . . ,g, is 
available at cost mr. NOW consider: 
Clearly (2.3) tells us that the juxtaproducts gjgk are available at costs t-yrj+ mk 
respectively. And generalising: 
tells us that the group elements hi which are expressible as a p-fold juxtaproduct of 
gi’s are available at certain costs qi respectively. 
Evidently, then, the formal series: 
presents all juxtaproducts of gi)s, with associated costs. If this series is re-arranged 
as a power-series in z, it gives a listing of these juxtaproducts in ascending cost 
order, so the first-occurring coefficient which is congruent o go (in !g) gives a 
solution to (1.1). 
3. Long division 
Rather than developing the powers rrp seriatim and then sorting the terms, let us 
write: 
1 +n+?$+**==(l-7?)-1. (3.1) 
(The 1 on the LHS of (3.1) represents the vacuous juxtaproduct of g{s available 
at zero cost.) 
Then we may develop (1 - n) -. 1 directly as a power-series in z by formal long 
division of polynomials applied to: 
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For example, let V= { UI, ~2, ~3, ~4) be the cyclic group of order 4 with generator U, 
say. (So UI=U, u2=u2, u3=u3, u4= 1.) Let UI be available at cost 7, uz~at cost 2 and 
u3 at cost 1. We seek the cheapest product equal to u. The long division proceeds as 
follows: 
l-u3t-U2Z2 . . . . . . . . . . . . e . . .-U,Z’ 
u3z + u2z2 + UlZ’ 
U3Z - U:Z2 - U2U3Z3 - 4u3zg 
(U2 + l&Z2 + u2U3Z3 + qz’+ U@3ZB 
(U2+&Z2-(U2U3+U:)Z3-(4+U2U3Z4 - (u,u2+ u*u;)Z9 
etc. 
Notice that we do not multiply out products UjUk to give a single element of 9’ - 
thus we write UZU3 rather than ut. In this way we do not lose track of the 
combinations which incur each particular cost. Since the Uj’s commute, the products 
may be conveniently written in canonical form u~‘u~u~. In effect, we work with the 
free abelian semigroup generated by the letters UI, ~2, UJ; only when we inspect he 
quotient of the long division process do we apply the mapping 8 : uj+uje ‘5” and see 
which terms supply the element u which we seek to express as a product. 
The first three terms of the quotient (3.3) tell us respectively: that we may produce 
the vacuous product at zero cost; the product u3 at unit cost; the products u2 and us 
each at cost 2. None of these products maps into u under 8. 
The next term tells us that the products u2u3 and ui may both be produced at cost 
3. The coefficient 2 for uZu3 arises because this product may be made two ways - ~2 
then u3 or vice versa. Both ~2~3 and ui map into u under 6, and hence we halve two 
solutions: 
and 
m=O; n2= 1; n3= 1 
nl=O; n2=0; n3=3. 
(3 04) 
4. Application to integer programming 
Suppose we are given an all-integer linear program Y: 
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subject o Axr b 
x r 0 and integral, 
where A is an l(q x r) integer matrix, b an integer q-vector and c an integer -vector. 
Let Y” be the L.P. relaxation of 9 obtained by dropping the integrality constraints 
on x. Assume 9’ has an optimal feasible solution. 
Introducing Q slack variables we may apply standard methods to obtain an 
optimal Simplex tableau for 9’: 
Common divisor = 6. (4-2) 
Here f is the objective function; yr, . . . ,y9 the basic variables; WI, . . . , wr the non- 
basic variables. We have: 010, . . . 5 0N r 0 for primal feasibility and 001, . . . , t90r s 0 for 
dual feasibility. Since the computational processes of the Simplex algorithm are 
rational, we may assume em, . . . , B9r all integral, with 6>0 being the integral 
common divisor necessary to convert 800,. . . , 09r into the appropriate rational 
coefficients. 
NOW if 010, . . . . 04 are al! integral multiples of 6, then the optimal solution of 2” is 
integral and so also solves Y: Otherwise, we must move WI, . . . , wr to non-negative 
integer values n I, . . . , nr so as to make ~1, . . . ,y9 integral, where 
_Y;=($-)+i,(?)?lj (i=l,..., 4). , (4.3) 
In so doing,, the objective function value will be decreased from its continuous 
optimal value (e&S) by an amount 
i _ ‘!$ nj. 
j=J \ > 
(4.4) 
Thus we nrtnst c:loose nl, . . . , nr to minimise (4.4) or, equivalently, to minimise 
where 
al, =--&!j (j= 1, . . . , r) is non-negative and integral. (4.6) 
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Now let 
and let 9 be the additive abelian group generated by go, .. . , g,, modulo 6. Then 
finding integers nl, . . . , nr to make ye , . . . ,yq of (4.3) integral and minimise (4.5) is 
exactly the group minimisation problem (1 .l) if we agree to denote the group 
addition in 8 by juxtaposition. 
5. Two examples 
Consider the knapsack problem: 
max 7x1+ 5x2 + 3x3 = f, 
subject to 4x1+ 3X2+ 2x3 Is, 
XI, ~2, ~3 2 0 and integral. 
(5-l) 
Introducing a slack variable u, we find the following optimal tableau for the L.P. 
relaxation of (5.1): 
xx 
Hence we must solve the congruence: 
-5 = nl(- 1) + nz(-2) + n3( -3) (mod 4), 
i.e., 
l=nl*l+nz*2+n3*3(mod4) 
at least cost 7nr + 2n2 + n3. 
6=4. W) 
63) 
The group of residues modulo 4 is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 4 and 
problem (5.3) is then exactly the problem solved by long division in Section 3above, 
with solutions (3.4).\To get a soiution to the knapsack problem, we must now check 
that the values nl, n2, n3 do not drive the basic variable x1 negative. In fact the 
solution  I= 0; n2 = 1; 03 = 1 gives x1 = 0 and hence gives a feasible integer solution 
producing the least decrease (= $)\ in the value of f and so solving the knapsack 
problem. The values nr =O; n2=0; n3 = 3 give x1 = - 1,: an infeasible solution. 
As a second example, consider the following problem which is taken from [I, 
p. 2891: 
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max 3x1 +x2 =f, 
subject to 2x1+ 3x2 5 6, 
(5 l 4) 
2x1-3x253, 
XI, x2 2 0 and integral. 
Introducing slack variables x3, x4 we obtain the optimal Simplex tableau: 
x4 x3 
f 87 -7 - 11 
x2 6 2 -2 6= 12. (5.5) 
Xl 27 -3 -3 
I 
Thus we seek integral combinations of [ _:J, [ I:] at cost 7, 11 respectively to produce 
- [,T ] modulo 12 at minimal cost - i.e. integral combinations of [g], [I!] to produce 
[$) modulo 12. Representing addition of vectors modulo 12 by juxtaposition, we 
develop 
by long division and find the quotient: 
The term in z3’ in (5.6) presents 5 copies of 
4[;]+ [‘:I- [E] (mod 12). 
No earlier term offers a juxtaproduct representing [$I module 12, thus x4 = 4, x3 = 1 
gives the cheapest solution to the congruence. Moreover substitution in (5.5) shows 
that these values for x4, x3 give x2=6-*(6+8-2)= 1 and xt=tP(27- 12-3)= 1, 
which are non-negative and hence feasible. Thus the optima1 solution to (5.4) is: 
X1=1, x2=1. 
6. Disoussion 
When the group minimisation problem is solved as a classical shortest path 
problem within the context of integer programming, it can happen that the solution 
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makes a basic variable in the optimal Simplex tableau negative. In most 
presentations in the literature, the approach is then deemed to have failed. The 
method now presented, however, has the advantage that it will proceed to develop 
the 2nd, 3rd -0. least costly solutions to the congruence until one is found which does 
not give rise to infeasibility. Hence if (4. I), has a solution the method will inevitably 
find it. 
In this process, it is not necessary tostore the quotient. Each term is inspected as 
it is generated, tested to see if it maps into gee 8 under 8, and if so whether itgives 
rise to feasible basic variable values. If not, it is rejected. The remainder and the 
divisor must both be held explicitly, of course; each contains at most (m + 1) terms 
where m = maxi= I,...rr mj. 
In conclusion, three questions appear to present themselves: 
(i) What is the worst-case complexity of the algorithm? 
(ii) If some @Oj= 0 (1 S~S r) in (4.2), can the algorithm be adapted? 
(iii) If X’ is insoluble whilst Y’ is soluble, can the algorithm be made to discover 
this? 
These questions are highly non-trivial and in fact raise issues which apparently 
affect all algorithms which consider (4.1) from the shortest path point of view. As 
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